
Nowadays most of the building activity in India use
high energy consuming materials that resulted in
rapid decline of artisanship and use of locally
available materials. Gandhiji’s ideal house would use
materials procured from within a radius of five
kilometers and constructed with vernacular
techniques. In this scenario, Hunnar Gurukul is
doing notable work.

We, at Hunnar Gurukul, are giving a platform to
young passionate artisans who will be an integral
part in creating green traditional technology that
will adapt the contemporary world. We believe
these techniques can save energy & resources and
reduce the cost of projects. This encourages artisan
collectives to upgrade their skill in the market
Hunnar Gurukul is supporting such experimentation
in masonry work, different forms of domes and
arches.

For a live project, Mr, Alurkar, Director of Alurkar
Resort, approached the student artisans to
showcase their skill of arch building. We thank Mr.
Alurkar for availing this opportunity to our students.

During Skills On Wheels Bus visit at
Anand Sagar Public School (Tasgaon,
Dist. Sangli), we conducted a
practical session of ‘Peanut Chikki
making’ under the Food Processing
technique course. All students were
divided into 12 groups and given the
equipment for the preparation of
Chikki. 

Students were enjoying the process.
Involvement of boys-girls proved the
cooking process as genderless itself.
Students were keen to understand
the process of making Chikki. The
notion of cooking that is associated
with girls is also debarred, when boys
entered into the cooking process. 

How can Chikki making in School teaches you Gender Equality ?

Developing Arch Culture : Artisans of Hunnar Gurukul
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We live in a world which surrounded with the
challenge of Climate Change. Sustainable solutions
are the need of the hour. Hunnar Gurukul is making
efforts to contribute to the solution for the Climate
Change.

The Masonry course students completed applying of
the clay plaster to their practical workshop prototype.
This prototype is being used every year for practice.
The technique that they use can be the Green
Solution as the layer is a mixture of the clay, sand,
cow dung, limestone and the grass hay. 

Today, when most of the civil industry uses non-
degradable material, this batch will become a torch
bearer for the industry who perform eco-friendly
techniques to build homes. This will be a cost
effective way to build the accommodations which
supports low carbon emission too.

Team Work while Learning at Hunnar Gurukul Eco-friendly Clay Plaster : Green Solution

Famous industrialist and social Entrepreneur of Payod
Industries, (Hingangaon, Tal. Kavathemahankal, Dist. Sangli)
Mr. Londhe, visited Hunnar Gurukul this month. 

He is an icon in the industry, producing and exporting hand
gloves in bulk which created employment for over 800
women in rural areas of Sangli. He has experience in
working with international not for profit organizations. 
After having a successful career as International waters
Management consultant, he took the step to establish the
business that supports rural people and economy. The
journey was full of barriers, but he never quit and today, the
company has a turnover of 7 to 8 crores and it deals with
companies from abroad. 

He observed the daily activities and workshops at Hunnar
Gurukul and predicted that, the youth from this Gurukul will
definitely turn into entrepreneurs. He loved the carpentry
and masonry work created by students. 

The team work they are doing here, will definitely be
helpful to them in the long run. Some teams faced
challenges while working together and finalizing the
common vision unlike any other team work activity. It
was a workshop worth giving a hands-on experience
of real world. 

In today's hard times, our students from the
carpentry department at Hunnar Gurukul are taking
efforts under the guidance of instructors and
polishing their skills. The task for this month was to
make chairs as an individual and in a team.
 
Students use the angle technique to build the chairs.
Cutting machines were used under supervision for
this work. Students were very excited to make a
model using their vision. 

Project Hunnar Gurukul

"Hunnar Gurukul will create Entrepreneurs in future" 
Mr.Devanand Londhe, Social Entreprenuer, Payod Industries, Sangli 
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Project Skills on Wheels always tries to spread the
importance of skill education across local school
students and the administration of education
institutions. A recent Skills on Wheels bus visit to
Anand Sagar Public School was a part of this
awareness campaign.

This school is situated in Tasgaon (25 km. away from
the headquarters of the District Sangli). Students
from the schools were very active and took active
part in the Engineering and Food Processing practical
sessions. Education can be said as holistic if the
verbal skills meet with the hands on skill. The Skills
On Wheels Project is making the education more
holistic through its courses.

Skills On Wheels Project and the bus equipped
with tools for the practical sessions is getting
popular among teachers too. The visit by teachers
to the bus this month was special. Project
Coordinator explained the usefulness of the Multi
skill foundation course and the effectiveness of
the hands on experience for better understanding
of the concepts for students. The course
curriculum under the project goes hand in hand
with the school curriculum and concepts taught
under it. 

Project Skills on Wheels

Skills On Wheels For Holistic Education
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"Skill Education is need of the Hour" - Mr. Parande

Teachers had a thorough look at the bus, clarified
their queries, got answers to many questions they
had in their mind. The conversation concluded with
the thought that, curriculum at Skills on Wheels is
capable of making holistic development of a
student.

School Teachers at Skills On Wheels Bus

Today, at Anand Sagar Public School, students were
involved in making Flower pots under a carpentry
workshop (Engineering course). Students were made
familiar with the carpentry tools first and then
proceeded with creation of Flower pots. Here, girls
were too excited to handle tools that generally seen
as masculine jobs.

Wooden Flower Pot : Hands on Learning

Creativity has next level happiness if you create it
with your own hand. Students from Anand Sagar
Public School (Tasgaon, Dist. Sangli) experienced
this pleasure when they gifted a handmade Flower
pot to their School Principal. Parande Sir (Principal)
praised this activity. We could see that learning is
happening with a lot of fun. ‘Such activity based
education is the need of the hour’, Parande Sir said
on the occasion.



Sana Sameer Mujawar. A
student from Budhgaon
Highschool, (9th standard).
She is very responsible for her
age, takes initiative and
completes assignments in
time. Project Ugam  is on way
to break the gender
stereotypes associated with
work and Sana is the
milestone in the journey.

Sana Mujawar : Breaking Stereotypes

Project Ugam

Rural Students need Skill Education :
Headmaster, M.K. Jadhav School

The second wave of Covi-19 stopped schools much
before the present statewide lockdown. Courses like
Engineering and Food processing have to adjust with
the available online learning medium. We are trying to
mold the practical activities based on the short offline
practical we conducted in Jan-Feb-Mar 2021. The
assessment of the learning practical workshops is being
checked by sending assignments to students that push
them to use their understanding in day to day activities. 

Schools are closed as response to the second wave at
Covid-19. But, the project evaluation is affected too. It
is equally important to evaluate the skills that students
gained during a multi skill foundation course. To
conduct this evaluation process online, we are
providing weekly 2 question banks to the students. You
can see the response sheet from the students in the
photos.

Ugam Project has the objective of making rural
students self independent by providing Skill based
education. The concept of learning about Food
Processing and Engineering techniques in school
was very new to the students. The pleasure while
learning experienced by students was evident to the
school administration after the demonstration. ‘Such
initiatives are much needed for the rural students
right now’, Headmaster said on the occasion. 

Indoor activities : Snippets of Knowledge

As Statewide Lockdown is on in Maharashtra, Team
Ugam is planning more indoor activities that can
give food for thought to students. Subject Wise
paper cuttings  was one of them. It has 2 objectives.
1. To get a holistic perspective of the subject and 
2. Enhance the interest and knowledge about the
subject. This contributes towards completing the
objective of Ugam project. Activity keeps students
active. They will be updated and engaged in such
unstable times.

 Evaluation of Skill Learning
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Online Study is on during Lockdown



"To succeed in your mission, you must have a
single minded devotion to your goal", These words
of Abdul Kalam inspired Ganesh and Pooja to run
the ‘Skills on wheels project’ for the last Few
years.

Pooja Pawar (Education : Bsc. Agriculture, B.A,
Diploma in agriculture) and Ganesh Bhise
(Education : I.T.I electrician & fitter). Both are from
Sangli. After completing their education, they
were in search of a work that will keep them
motivated everyday. Eventually, they found out
that, ‘Cause to Connect Foundation‘ is starting the
‘Skills On Wheels’ project.

Today, skill is the most important tool in the
education sector and there is a need of skill based
education in schools. This thought is the backbone
of the ‘Skills On Wheels' project. Pooja and
Ganesh soon joined this project at Sangli. The
project and the intention behind such skill based
education was new to all the schools and students
at first. There was a dire need of creating an
awareness campaign. 

Ganesh and Pooja took this herculean task and
started campaigning the project using Skills on
Wheels bus. It was equipped with all material
required for training that would run every day
from school to school explaining the need of skill
education. Many schools listened and welcomed
this innovative concept and some rejected it; but
Ganesh and Pooja were confident that this project
will prosper and will be accepted soon in schools.

Finally 5 schools from Sangli rural and semi urban
areas agreed to join the hands with the project.
They were 1.Takali Bolwad High School (Takali
Bolwad), 2. Mahalaxmi High School (Deshing), 
3.B.R.Khawate High School (Ankali), 4.Sheth
Ratilal Gosaliya Highschool (Madhavnagar) and 
5.Bapusaheb Patil Highschool (Ankalkhop). Project
started functioning in these schools in 2019.

The 4 courses emphasize more on practical based
learning. The ‘Skills On Wheels’ project
inaugurated in Takali Bolwad High School.
Students were excited for the 'activities' in a
colorful bus. Ganesh and Pooja started gathering
students from a class, explaining the technical
theory in a lucid language and creating an
excitement around training sessions.

'Star' Connect - Ganesh Bhise & Pooja Pawar
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Instructors, Skills on Wheels Project



It was a tough task to make 8th, 9th grade students
involved in the engineering practical. Both had a
target to complete all four courses for both classes.
There were many challenges, logistic issues such as
class shortage in the rainy season, sometimes the
bus fell short to occupy all the students for the
demonstration. But, Gnesh and Pooja never took
steps back and continued the sessions.

The ‘Agriculture and Gardening’ course required a
big plot for practical purposes, but Pooja managed
the course beautifully on a small plot . During the
‘Food Technique’ session, boys were reluctant at
first for the tasks like cleaning utensils and cooking
in front of all the class, but both teachers took
innovative steps to bring about change in boy's
behavior and they started taking an active part in
‘Food Technique’ sessions.

Ganesh and Pooja come from technical
backgrounds, but they transformed themselves into
teachers for the cause. Both took the responsibility
and showed the commitment towards the project
that is evident in the success of the ‘Skill on Wheel’
project in Sangli today.

Nowadays, you hear the news from the school,
where students from ‘Skill On Wheel’ batches
winning prizes in Engineering Model competitions.
Many of them developed a beautiful garden around
their houses. This shows the hard work that goes
into the sessions conducted by both teachers.

During lockdown, both took the challenge of
teaching these practical based courses 'online' and
gave 100% efforts in it. It was a challenge to teach
things like welding and mulching online; but
students responded very well with online sessions
and came up with homemade nutritious recipes,
created a terrace garden with the help of parents.
The Project is becoming a catalyst in the career
decision making process of the students. 

Both Ganesh and Pooja are playing a major role in
it.  The students and the community around them
can sense the changing mindset about skill
education. They faced every hurdle with
perseverance, adopted the changing situation and
put their faith in the project.
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" Pooja and Ganesh transformed
themselves and led the project with
passion for a meaningful change !  "

Aniruddha Patil, Project Coordinator, Skill
On Wheel Project, Sangli.

Instructors, Skill on Wheel Project
'Star' Connect - Ganesh Bhise & Pooja Pawar


